Abstract This paper deals with a new simulation tool for the improvement of multi-robot pick & place applications performance combining behavioral simulation of multiple robots and products flows. A novelty of the proposed work is to take into account in the simulation not only the scheduling rules of each robot, but also the robots collaborative aspect to ensure the desired overall performance for a given task. The transition from simulation to implementation of pick & place strategies is also an issue tackled in this paper. By using a typical example consisting of comparing techniques to optimize the workflow, the utility of the simulation tool is proven. First experimental results validate the simulation results.
Introduction
In recent years, the customer's demand of productivity and flexibility for their production lines has largely increased. This is why robots and robotic pick & place cells are more and more present in some industrial fields such as the food industry. In high-performance applications, typical characteristic of a pick & place robot can reach the following values : velocity 10 m/s, acceleration 100 m/s² precision +/-0.1mm, pick & place cycle 0.40s on average. To improve the performance of these applications it is necessary to improve the design of current production systems (number of robots, performance etc.) whilst also improving the management of flows and workload management when several robots are used.
A pick & place application is usually composed of a series of several robots installed in a line one after the other taking products on a first conveyor and placing them in boxes located on a second conveyor, see Figure 1 [1, 2] .
On a multi-robot packaging cell, when there is no workflow optimization system, "pick" instructions are divided equally between the first robots. A final robot is added to try to recover the products that could not be taken by previous robots. Products initially assigned to a robot may not be taken because they finally are out of the robot workspace because of a lack of boxes to fill, for example. In addition there is an unbalanced of the workload between robots. To the best of our knowledge, in industrial and academic context, there are no simulation tools that take into account the four following aspects: a behavioral simulation of the robots, a simulation of the work environment (product flow, boxes flow), the collaborative work of several robots and finally the possibility to go from simulation to experimentation.
The first contribution of this paper is the development of a software interface that represents the robotic cell part in a 3D environment. The developed software is able to simulate realistic product and box flows, generate the trajectory of the end effector, and propose several collaboration strategies between robots.
The second contribution is to propose a tool that includes experimental aspects in order to directly go from simulation to implementation. Simulation must be done in such a manner that the translation is as easy as possible to have a fast implementation in-situ, simple language and similar controller architecture are used in simulation and practice.
The third contribution is to show a comparative study of the simulation of different pick & place strategies for several robots. An experimental validation is also presented. The results show that simulation and experimentation results are closed.
Section 2 presents a new simulation tool dedicated to pick & place applications, the software environment and pick & place strategies are shown. Section 3 shows a comparative study of the simulation of different pick & place strategies for several robots. An experimental validation is also presented. The results show that simulation and experimentation results are closed.
A new simulation tool dedicated to pick & place applications

Software tool
In the literature, there are several works dedicated to robotic pick & place simulation, which are only used for visualization, to verify the kinematics and dynamics. They are also used for robot design to validate its behavior, its movements and its interaction with the environment (collision detection). Johari et al. [3] have used Workspace5 to visualize an entire robotic application system in order to detect collision between robots and the environment. Sam et al. [4] have designed a pick & place robotic system using SolidWorks Softmotion software to study the motion of the modeled articulated robot.
To improve the productivity of a pick & place multi-robots application, the flow management has to be improved. There are several programs that are able to simulate this. Mirzapourrezaei et al. [5] have used Witness to evaluate various aspects of manufacturing systems. The objective was to escalate the productivity and efficiency of the line. Hindle et al. [6] have used Simul8 to answer the complex scheduling problem of sequencing part requirements through a composites manufacturing center. Nikakhtar et al. [7] have compared two simulation tools: Arena and Witness. However, these programs are dedicated to flow simulation. Visualization is very basic, and mainly focused on the flows. 3D visualization does not exist and it is difficult to represent the kinematic and dynamic behavior of the robots.
Unlike other works, the environment software used allows the creation of a virtual machine, in 3D and in real time. This simulated robotic cell will have the same kinematics and the same dynamics as the real one, its environments can also be simulated: products arriving on a conveyor etc. Scenarios can be implemented to verify its behavior. A high-level layer can be used to implement a products pick & place strategy and a collaboration strategy between several robots if necessary. This software is also modular, it can configure the production system (robot, conveyor etc.), its environment (products, boxes etc.) and the different scenarios.
The pick & place application creation consists of several steps, first the definition of the simulation model is carried out. At this stage the graphic objects and the kinematic behaviors of the application objects are defined (robots, conveyors etc.). The second step is the development of collaborative strategies between robots in simulation, see sub-section 2.2. Finally, the simulations could be run, see Figure 2 , to test the model behavior and analyze the results of the different strategies, see sub-section 3.1. Once the parameters of simulation are optimized, experimentation in-situ is carried out, see sub-section 3.2. Experimental tests can be done to check the algorithms' operation and test their performance. 
Pick & place strategies
When a single robot is used a queue or a basic sort direction is sufficient. Matton et al. [8] have proposed innovative online scheduling rules based on queue.
If several robots are used, more complicated algorithms than queue are necessary. The aim is to manage robots towards products, boxes and conveyors. To do this, it is better to use optimization algorithms. Research works are related to optimization algorithms used in some robotic applications. Huang et al. [9] have utilized the greedy randomized adaptive search procedure to search for the optimal combination of part dispatching rules. Slim et al. [10] have compared three metaheuristics: ant colony optimization, genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization. The aim is to maximize the throughput rate taking of a pick & place robotic system into account the execution time. Fujimito et al. [11] have used a genetic algorithm to seek the best combination of dispatching rules in order to obtain an appropriate production schedule. In these works, only simulation is used. Experimentation the translation from simulation to experimentation is not tackled.
In the literature, a few patents are related to pick & place strategies. Izumi et al. [12] have filed a patent about conveyors sharing in order to share the robots workload.
The tool developed incorporates two levels of strategies shown in Figure 3 . Simple individual scheduling rules for a single robot can be:
• FIFO: First In First Out. The robot picks the first product in its workspace.
• LIFO: Last In First Out. The robot picks the last product in its workspace.
• SPT: Shortest Processing Time. The robot picks the nearest products of its end effector. There are also collaborative strategies that assign the products to the robots before they arrive in their workspace. An example where four robots are used is given in figure 4 . The products 1 are assigned to the robot 1, the products 2 are assigned to robot 2...
• DownToUp: Assign to the robots the products one by one from the downstream to upstream of the conveyor (Figure 4 .a).
• Horizontal: Assign to the robots a horizontally area corresponding to its number (Figure 4 .b).
• Vertical: Share Assign to the robots a vertically area corresponding to its number (Figure 4.c) . 
Simulation and experimentation results
Simulation results
Tests were conducted with the algorithms explained in section 2.2. The performance of different algorithms can be assessed using several indicators: number of picked products by each robot, the total number of picked products, average picking-placing time and finally the workload percentage which is defined by the following equation (1) 
The simulations are performed with the following arbitrary parameters: The Table 1 shows the results in steady state of a simulation where only one individual scheduling rule is applied. First it appears without any collaborative strategies, the workloads of the robots are unbalanced for all the scheduling rules. The first robots pick the maximum of products while the last one picks the remaining products. SPT rule increase the unbalance between robots. In FIFO/FIFO rule the robot remains in one side of its space while in FIFO/LIFO rule the robot will move in a larger area. This is why picking and placing time in FIFO/FIFO rule are smaller than FIFO/LIFO rule. The Tables 2 gathers the results in steady state of a simulation where the individual scheduling rules FIFO/FIFO but with additional collaborative strategies between the robots. The workloads of the robots are balance because the products are distributed equally. It is noteworthy that horizontal strategy is not a good assignment method because the picking and placing time increases from the first robot to the last robot. The main reason is that the assigned areas to the robots are increasingly far of the robot centers. It is clear that the best one is the vertical strategy, the workload is equal and with a reduced picking and placing time.
Experimentation validation
After the simulations, algorithms and strategies translation in PLC language is carried out. To facilitate this translation, the programs are written with the simplest possible functions, which also reduce the execution time. In addition, the controller software uses an object-based language similarly to the simulation software. The architecture of the Figure 5 is the implementation of that of Figure 3 . It is composed of the same scheduling rules and collaborative strategy blocks than for the simulation. Table 3 shows a comparison between simulation and experimentation results. For all the simulation conditions, the picking and placing time and the number of taken products are similar, the error is very low. The experimental results are in accordance with those presented in Table 1 . The results of LIFO/FIFO and LIFO/LIFO rules test are reversed because in the simulation test the conveyors are in the same direction while they are in the opposite direction in practice. This shows the interest of the simulation tool to test and improve the pick & place multi-robots performance.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new tool to improve the performance of multirobot pick and place applications. This tool is based on the real-time 3D simulation of the robot tool and of its environment, allowing also the implementation of individual and collaborative control strategies. Several tests have been done, first-ly, a simulation test to compare different individual and collaborative control strategies. Then, a comparison between simulation and experimental results is conducted and show that the simulation is very close to reality. This tool also allows a fast translation of algorithms from simulation to implementation. One of the interests of this tool is to test different algorithms for the robots before implementation in-situ, to check if they operate properly and to know what is best. This avoids stopping a production line for these tests or to save time if the line is in development. Another interest is to take into account the four following aspects: a behavioral simulation of the robots, a simulation of the work environment, the collaborative work of several robots and finally the possibility to go from simulation to experimentation. Future work is to develop other multi-robot collaboration algorithms using this tool before a validation and a performance analysis on a test bench composed of three robots and two independent conveyors.
